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Abst ract - - In  the present paper, the authors first develop an operational calculus for the familiar 
Riemann-Liouville fractional differential operator. This operational calculus is then used here to 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Operational calculi for various differential operators, which are special cases of the hyper-Bessel 
differential operator B defined by 
(BI)(x) := x -~ Vj +Z -1X-~x f(x), 
j= l  
(1.1) 
have been considered in many earlier works (see, for example, [1-6]). In particular, Ditkin 
and Prudnikov [3], and Rodrigues [6], used these operational calculi in solving certain linear 
differential equations with variable coefficients. Luchko and Yakubovich [7], on the other hand, 
developed the operational calculus for the multiple Erd@lyi-Kober fractional differential operator 
which contains, among its special cases, the operator B defined by (1.1). The main object of 
the present paper is to apply the corresponding operational calculus for the familiar Riemann- 
Liouville fractional derivative in solving a Cauchy boundary-value problem for a certain linear 
equation involving these fractional derivatives. It should be remarked in passing that various 
special cases of this linear equation were solved earlier by AI-Bassam [8], Leskovskij [9], and 
Samko et al. [10], by using other methods. 
The present investigation was supported, in part, by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of 
Canada under Grant OGP0007353. 
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2. DEFIN IT IONS AND PREL IMINARIES  
We begin by defining the function space Ca (cr E St), which will be used in our investigation. 
DEFINITION 1. A function f (x)  (x > O) is said to be in the space Ca (a E St) if it can be 
represented in the form: 
f (x)  = xP Ix(x) 
[or some number p > a, where the function f l (x)  is continuous in the interval [0, oo). 
Clearly, the function space Ca is a linear space. 
DEFINITION 2. The operator I~ defined by 
/o" 1 (x - t) "-1 f(t) dr, (~ > 0) (2.1) ( i .  f ) (~) - r ( . )  
is called the Riemann-Liouville fractional integral operator of order #. 
For the theory and applications of the integral operator I , ,  one may refer (for example) to [10] 
(see also [11,12]). Here, we first prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. The operator I .  is a linear map of the space C-1 into itself, that is, 
I .  : C-1 ---~ C~-1C ( J - l ,  (# > 0). 
PROOF. Setting t = XT in (2.1), and using Definition 1, we readily obtain 
xP+" o£o 1(& f ) (z)  - r (~)  ~p(1 - ~) . -1  f l (z~)  & 
= x '+"  f2(x), 
where p > a = -1 and fx(x) E C[0, oo). 
The last integral is uniformly convergent with respect o x in every finite closed interval [0, X] 
(X > 0); consequently, we have 
f2(x) e C[0, oo), 
which proves Theorem 1. 
Next, by using Theorem 1 and the techniques employed for the classical spaces (see [10]), it is 
not difficult to extend the following known property of the Riemann-Liouville fractional integral 
operator I , :  
(Is 13 f ) (x)  = (Ia+3 f ) (x)  (2.2) 
to hold true in the case of the function space C_ 1. 
DEFINITION 3. The operator D~ defined by 
(D,  f ) (x)  = -~x (Iv_ u f ) (x)  # > 0; ~/= (2.3) 
u, (u e N) 
is called the Riemann-LiouviUe fractional differential operator of order #. 
The Riemann-Liouville fractional calculus operators I~ and D,  (defined by (2.1) and (2.3), 
respectively) are connected by means of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. For f (x)  e C-1, let 
g(x) = (I~ f)(x) .  
Then 
f (x)  = ( D,  g)(x) = ( D,  I ,  f)(x), 
that is, the operator I ,  is a right inverse of the operator D,.  
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PROOF. Making use of Definition 3 and the property (2.2), we get 
(D, I .  y)(x) = -~x (Iv_ . I .  y)(x) 
= -~x (I n f)(x) 
= y(x), 
since f(x) E C-x and 77 is a positive integer. 
DEFINITION 4. A function f(x) E C-I is said to be in the space 
~ (c_l), (m ~ ~; ~ > o) 
if 
(D k f)(x) E C-i, (k = 1, . . . ,m),  
where D~ denotes the composition of k Riemann-Liouville fractional differential operators. 
It follows from Theorem 2 that the space ~(C- i )  contains, in particular, the functions f ( x ) E 
C_ i which are representable in the form: 
f(X) --- (Xr~g)(x) ~" (Imllg)(x), (g(x) e C-I). 
THEOREM 3. If 
then 
and 
y(z) = (Ira, g)(Z), (m e N; g(Z) e C-I) ,  
(D'~ y) (x) =(Dm, f) (x) 
(I~, D, f) (x) = f(x). 
PROOF. By the property (2.2), we readily have 
(I'~ g) (z) = (Im~ g) (x), 
which, in view of Theorem 2, yields 
(TI~E I~; g(X) E C-l), 
(2.4) 
(2.s) 
(2.6) 
(D'~ f) (x) = (D~ I~ g) (x) = g(x) (2.7) 
and 
(nm, f) (x) = (Din, Ira, g) (x) = g(x). (2.8) 
Now the first assertion (2.4) of Theorem 3 follows from (2.7) and (2.8). 
We also have 
(I, D , f )  (x) = (I~ D, Im~ g) (x) 
= (I,  D,  I ,  I(m-1), g)(X) 
= (I, I(m--i)~g)(X) (2.9) 
-- (Im~ g) (x) 
= f(x), 
which proves the second assertion (2.5) of Theorem 3. 
It follows from the assertion (2.5) that the operator I~ is a left inverse of the operator D. ,  but 
only on the subspace of ~ i  (C-l) which consists of functions f(x) E ~ (C-l) that are representable 
in the form: 
f(x) = (I, g)(x), (g(x) E C-i). 
In the case of the whole space £/1(C_1), we have the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 4. I[ f(x) • ~I(c-1) ,  then 
vl xl~-k 
(F f ) (x ) :=( (E -Z~D~)f ) (x )=~'~ F (#_k+l )  {l imo(D,_kf)(x)}, (2.10) 
k=l 
where ~ is given by (2.3), the operator 
F :=E- I~D~ 
is called the projector of the operator I~, and E is an identity operator on the space ~(C-1) .  
PROOF. Since f(x) • ~(C-1) ,  we have 
(Dtz f)(x) • C_ 1 
and 
~(x) := (Iu D.  f) (x) • • I (c_ I ) .  (2.11) 
Thus, by applying the operator D.  to the function ¢(x) defined by (2.11), and using Theorem 2, 
we obtain 
(D. 4) (x) = (D u I u D u f) (x) = (D. f) (x), 
which implies that 
that is, that 
Since 
(D.(f - 4)) (x) = 0, 
f -  ¢ c ker D,.  
kerD. = g(x) • a~(C_l) : g(x) ; Z dk x k÷"-~, (e~ • c)  , 
k=0 
by Definition 3, we finally get 
~-1 
f(x) - ¢(x) = ~ dk x k+"-v, 
k=O 
Next, from (2.11) and Definition 3, we observe that 
(I,7-~ ¢)(x) = (I,7-~I~ (d )  'T e,7-~,f) (x) 
(dk E C). 
~-1 xk [lim ( (d )  k ) } 
: ( Iv_  . f ) (x ) -k=o ~ F(k+l )  [z-*0 ~xx IT-" f (x) 
-- (Iv_ . f ) (x)  - ~ F(k + 1) 
k=O 
On the other hand, (2.13) yields 
7--1 
( I , _ .  4) (x) = ( I , _ .  f) (x) - Iv_" Z dk x k+•-v 
k=O 
v-1 F(k + # - ~? + 1) xk" 
-- (I~_, f)  (x) - E dk r(k + 1) k=O 
Comparing (2.14) and (2.15), we obtain 
1 {li~ } dk = r(k + ~ - v + 1) (D.-~+k f)  (x) , (k = 0, 1 . . . . .  ~ - 1), 
which, in view of (2.13), leads us finally to the assertion (2.10) of Theorem 4. 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
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3. OPERAT IONAL CALCULUS FOR THE OPERATOR Dp 
The general definition of convolution of a linear operator is given by the following definition. 
DEFINITION 5. (c.f. [1,13]). Let A be a linear space and let ~ : A --* A be a linear operator. A 
bilinear, commutative, and associative operation 
. :AxA~A 
is said to be a convolution of the Bnear operator £ if and only if 
t : ( f ,  g) = (Z: f ,  g), (V f, g • A). 
We find this definition of convolution to be especially suitable for our development of an 
operational calculus of the Mikusifiski type (c.f. [5]; see also [11, p. 48 et seq.] and [14]) for an 
operator which is a right inverse of the operator £ occurring in Definition 5. 
THEOREM 5. In the sense of Definition 5, the operation *~ (A > 1) given by 
( f*x  g)(x) = (IA-1 fog)  (x), 
( /o ~ ) (3.1) >_ 1; ( f  o g)(t) := f ( r )  g(t - T) dr = (g o f)(t) 
is the convolution (without divisors of zero) of the linear operator I ,  in the space C-1. 
PROOF. First of all, it is easily seen that 
"A'A : C-1 X C-1 --~ C-2+A C C- l ,  (A >_ I), 
and that the operation ,~ is bilinear and commutative. 
Next, for the associativity of the operation *~, we observe for the functions f, g, and h in C-1 
of the forms: 
f (x )=z  p, g (x )=x q, h (x )=x r, (min{p,q , r}>- l )  
that 
(xP .~ xq) .a z ~ = r(p + 1)r(q + 1)F(r + 1) x2~+p+q+ r 
P(2A +p+q+r  + l) 
Thus, the associativity of the operation *~ for all functions f, g, and h in C-1 can be proven 
by using the bilinearity of the operation *~ in conjunction with the Weierstrass approximation 
theorem (just as it was done in [13]). 
By direct calculation, we also have 
( I ,  x p)*~ x q= F(p+l )F (q+l )  x~+,+p+q 
r (A+p+p+q+ l) 
= I . (x  p*~ xq), (p > -1; q > -1),  
which, in view of the Weierstrass approximation theorem, yields 
(( I .  f )  .~ g) (x) = ( IA f*~ g) (x)) (x), 
(v f, g e C-l). 
(3.2) 
Finally, the absence of divisors of zero for the operation *~ is guaranteed by the theorem of 
Titchmarsh [15] about the absence of divisors of zero for the Laplace convolution ( f  o g)(t) and 
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by the fact that zero is not an eigenvalue of the Riemann-Liouville operator in the space C-1, 
which is a consequence of Theorem 2. This evidently completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
The following theorem plays an important role in the development of our operational calculus. 
THEOREM 6. The Riemann-Liouville fractional integral operator I t, has the following convolu- 
tional representation: 
PROOF. 
obtain 
(It` f)(x) -~ (h*A/)(x), 
I _<A<#+I ;  h(x) . -  F(#-A+I )  " 
(3.3) 
Consider the right-hand side of (3.3), and apply (3.1) and the property (2.2). We thus 
(h*A f)(x) = (IA-1 h o f)(x) 
= ( /A-1/ t` -A+l  f)(x) 
= (it` f)(x), (1 < A < tt + 1), 
which is precisely the left-hand side of (3.3). 
(3.4) 
REMARK 1. 
in our further discussions. 
Theorem 6 readily yields the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. For every positive integer n, 
The constraint 1 < A <: # + 1, involved in Theorem 6, will be assumed to hold true 
(I~f)(x) = (Int`f)(x) 
= (h*A ""*A h *A f)(x) 
= (hn*A f)(x), 
( ) hn(x):= F( I~-n-~LA) '  l<A<n#+l ;  nEN . 
(3.5) 
It is easily verified that the operations ,A and + possess the property of distributivity, that is, 
that 
(f*A (g ~- h))(x) = (f*A g)(x) ~- (f*A h)(x), (3.6) 
(f,g, hEC-1). 
In view of the property (3.6) and Theorem 5, the space C-1 (with the operations ,A and +) 
becomes a commutative ring without divisors of zero. This ring can be extended to the quotient 
field A4 by following the lines of Mikusifiski [5]: 
M = c_1 × (c_1 - {0}) /~,  
where the equivalence relation (.~) is defined, as usual, by 
(/,g) " (fl,gl) ¢:~ (I*A gl)(x) ---- (B *A /l)(X). 
Thus, we can consider the elements of the field N1 as convolution quotients f /g  and define the 
operations in NI as follows: 
f + f._.l_l ---- (f "~A gl) + (g '~A fl) 
g gl (g *A gl) 
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and 
Yl (g gl) 
It is easily seen that the ring C-1 can be embedded in the field A4 by the map: 
f (x)  ~ (h*x f ) (x)  
h(x)  ' 
where h(x) is given by (3.3). Moreover, the field C of complex numbers can also be embedded 
in A4 by the map: 
ah(x) 
OL---~ - -  
h(x)  
DEFINITION 6. The algebraic inverse of the operator I~ is said to be the dement S of the field All, 
which is reciprocal to the element h(x) in the field A4; that is, 
I h h 
S-  h = (h *~ h-----~ = h 2' (3.7) 
where (and in what follows) I = h/h denotes the identity element of the field A4 with respect o 
the operation of multiplication. 
The relation between the Riemann-Liouville fractional differential operator D~ and the afore- 
mentioned algebraic inverse of the operator I~ is contained in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7. / / f (x )  @ ~n(C-1), then the following relation holds true in the field A4 of convo- 
lution quotients: 
m-1 
(D'~ f )  (x) = S m f - ~ S m-k F O k, ,,r (3.8) 
k=O 
where (as also in Theorem 4) F := E - I ,  D ,  is the projector of the operator I~; that is, the 
Riemann-Liouville fractional differential operator is reduced to the operator of multiplication in 
the field A4. 
PROOF. Let us represent the identity operator E in the space f~(C-1) in the following manner: 
E = (E - I ,  D,) + (I,  D,  -12  9 2 )+. . .+(C  -1Dy -1 -CDy)+CD~ n 
m--1 
k=O 
Then it follows that 
m-1 
S(x)  = 
k=O 
(I~ kF D~ f) (x) + (1~ D~ f) (x), 
if(x) e 
(3.9) 
Upon multiplying both sides of (3.9) by S m, if we apply the relations (3.5) and (3.7), we shall 
obtain the assertion (3.8) of Theorem 7. 
For many applications it is important to know the functions of S in A/[ which can be represented 
by means of the elements of the ring C-1. One useful class of such functions is given by the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 8. Suppose that the power series 
oo 
z k, (z, e c )  
k=0 
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is convergent at a point zo ~ O, that is, 
k=0 
Then the power series 
~-~ak S -k = ~ ~k hk(x), 
k=l  k=l  
where hk(x) is given by (3.5), defines an element of the ring C_  1 . 
PROOF. By using the definition of hk(x) given by (3.5), we have 
oo 
f (x ) :  = E c~k hk(x) 
k=l  
oo xk~_  A 
= E c~k r (k#-  A + 1) 
k=l  
---- x "-A f3(x), 
where, for convenience, 
oo xktz 
Is(z) 
K-" 
2_., ~k+l r(k,  + ,  - ~ + 1)" 
k=0 
Since # - A > -1,  we must show that 
I3(x) e c[0, co). 
Indeed, if we choose k0 such that 
ko#+#-A+l>2,  
then we obtain the estimate: 
1 A k k a 
< - - ,  (k >_ k0; A and a constants), 
F(k# +#-  A + 1) k k 
where we have used the asymptotic expansion of the F-function. Furthermore, since the series 
oo 
Z ~ z0 ~, (z0 # o) 
k=0 
is convergent, we have 
Mo 
lakl < izoL k, 
and, consequently, 
sup zo l = Mo < co 
k>_0 
(o < Mo < co; k E No := N u {0}). 
Thus, for x = X (0 < X < co), we find that 
k=~o Xk" 
oo Xk ~ 
k=0 
--~ Mo(X") k A k k~ 
< .---o + Izol k÷~ k~ 
k=ko 
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which, by Abel's theorem, shows that the series representing fa(x) is uniformly convergent on 
every finite closed interval 
0<z<X,  (0<X < co). 
It follows that f3(x) E C[0, c~), which proves Theorem 8. 
REMARK 2. Applying Theorem 8, we may obtain various functions of S in the field A/l, which 
can be represented by using the elements of the ring C-1. In particular, we have the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. The following operational relation holds true: 
I h h(I + ah + a2h ~ + ) = x ~-:` E~,~_:`+l(aX~), (3.10) 
S-a  I -ah  
where Ec~,a(z) is the generalized Mittag-Lemer function defined by (c.£, e.g., [10, 11]) 
oo zk  
Ea,~(z) := E r(ak + fl)' (~' fi > 0; Izl < ~) .  (3.11) 
k=O 
Furthermore, 
where (c.f., e.g., [11]) 
so that 
(S - a) m 
_: ~tzm-A l7 'm (OL XI~), 
z-wp.,m._ :`+ 1 
(20 
GA z):=z (P)kzk 
, k! r (~k + fl) 
k=0 
(m < iN), (3.12) 
(3.13) 
E~,~(z) =_ E.,e(z); (3.14) 
I x "-~ 
- -  - - -  sin~,. (ax") ,  (3.15) S 2 + a 2 c~ 
where 
and 
where 
(__X)k Z 2k+l 
sin:`,. (z) := Z F (2#~-~+ 1) = zE2.,2.-~+1 (-z2); 
k=O 
S - z ' - : `  cos:,,. (~x"), 
S 2 + a 2 
oo (_1) k z2 k 
cos:`,.(z) := ~ r(2~k +.  -~  + 1) = E2.,._:`+~ (-z2). 
k=0 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
REMARK 3. Many other operational relations of the types contained in Corollary 2 can indeed 
be deduced similarly from Theorem 8, especially for those rational functions of S which can be 
represented as a finite sum of partial fractions. 
4. APPL ICAT IONS INVOLVING 
FRACTIONAL D IFFERENTIAL  EQUATIONS 
Let P(z) denote a polynomial of degree m in z, defined by 
m 
P(z ) :=EAiz  i, (AiEC; Ao#O; mEN) .  
i=O 
CAM~ 29:8,-G 
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DEFINITION 7. (c.f. [13]). A Cauchy boundary-value problem for the Riemann-Liouville frac- 
tional differential operator D~ is the following boundary-value problem: 
(P(D,)y) (x) = f(x), (F D~ y) (x) = 7,(x), 
(i = 0 ,1 , . . . ,m-  1; ~/i(x) = ker D~), 
(4.1) 
where F := E - I~ Du is the projector of the operator I~, the function f(x) • C-1 is #yen, and 
the unknown function y(x) is to be determined in the space f~'~(C-1). 
Making use of (2.10) and (2.12), we may rewrite the problem (4.1) in the following more familiar 
form: 
(P(Du)y) (x) = f(x), lim (Du_k D~ y)(x) = dik, 
x---~O 
(i = O, 1 , . . . ,m-  1; k = 1,...,r~; dik E C), 
(4.2) 
which, for # = 1, reduces immediately to the well-known Cauchy problem for an ordinary differ- 
ential equation (of order m) with constant coefficients. 
Since y(x) E fP~(C-1), the Cauchy problem (4.1) can be reduced to the following algebraic 
equation in the field A4 by using the formula (3.8): 
m-1 
P(S)y = f + E Pq(S) 7q, 
q=O 
(4.3) 
where the coefficients Pq(S) are given by 
m-q 
pq(s) = ~ ~q+j st. 
j= l  
(q = 0 ,1 , . . . ,m-  1). 
Equation (4.3) has a unique solution in the field AJ, which is given by 
m-1 i e~(s) 
Y = P(S-----) f + E P(S) 7q, (4.4) 
q=O 
which would lead us to the following theorem. 
THEOREM 9. The unique solution of the Cauchy boundary-value problem (4.2) in the space 
~'~(C-1) is represented in the form: 
mf 
y(x) = Z X: c~ (s(t).~ t "~-~ EC..u_~÷l (zj t.)) (x) 
j= l  u=l  
do~ • 
+E r(.:~+l) x"-~ 
i=1  
rl m--1 g mj  
,=i q=o 5=1 ~=i F(# + I~., 
x "~+"-~ E~,,.~,+._~+I (zj x'). 
(4.5) 
where the constants zj, cju, and Aju q are given by 
rn i 
_ _  --  Cj'u, 
i i =E E 
P(z) Am F I~=I  (Z - -  Zj) rnj j=1  u--1 
Po(Z) t ,~j Aj~o , 
P(z'-'~-) = 1 + E E (z =-~j)~' 
j= l  u=l  
(m ---- ml  + "'" + mr), 
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and 
Pq(z) ~ mj Aj~q , 
P(z) - E E (z- z~)~ 
j= l  u=l  
(q -- 1 , . . . ,m-  1). 
PROOF. The unique solution of the Cauchy problem (4.2) in the field f14 is given by (4.4), where 
dqi • 
~q = E r ( .  - i + 1) x"-~' 
i= l  
(q = 0 ,1 , . . . ,m-  1), 
by using Theorem 4 and the formula (2.12). 
The representation (4.5) would now follow from (4.4) if we express the rational functions 
1 and Pq(z) 
P(z) P(z) 
as the sums of partial fractions and make use of the formulas (3.10) and (3.12). 
Setting ~i(x) - 0 (i = 0, 1 , . . . ,m - 1), and applying Theorem 3, we obtain the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 3. The unique solution of the boundary-value problem: 
m 
E A, (D,, y)(x) = f(x), lira ° (D,i+,-k y)(x) : O, 
i=0  
(i=O, 1 , . . . ,m-1 ;  k = 1, . . . ,~)  
may be represented in the form: 
y(x) = (Ir~g)(x), (g(x) • C-1). 
EXAMPLE 1. Let us consider the following Cauchy problem for the Riemann-Liouville fractional 
differential operator D#: 
(D,y)(x) - ay(x) = f(x), lim (D~_ky)(x) = dk, (4.6) 
x---*O 
(dk • C; k = 1, . . . ,V) .  
Making use of the relations (3.8) and (2.10), this problem can be reduced to the algebraic equation: 
Sy-ay  = f + STo, ( ) ~0 := - - "  , i=1 F(/~- i + 1) x"-~ (4.7) 
whose solution in the field A4 has the form: 
I S 
y= s_a f  +-~_aTo .  (4.8) 
In order to evaluate the first term on the right-hand side of (4.8) by means of (3.10) with A = 1, 
we observe that 
I 
- -  = x ~'-1 E . , .  (axe ' ) .  
S- -a  
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On the other hand, we find from (4.7) that 
S a 
S -----~ ~o = ~o + ~ ~o 
E1,2~- i+ l  = ]~ r ( .  i+11 x"- '+~ ]~ a~ x2"-~ (~x") /=1 /=1 
= E di x ~-~ + 
i=1 r (# - i + 1) r (#k + 2# - i + 1) k=0 
, oo (~ x~)k 
i=1 k=0 
= E d ix ' - i  E#,,- i+I ((~x'), 
i=1 
where we have also used the definitions (3.11) and (3.13). 
Substituting the above expressions into the right-hand side of (4.8), we finally obtain the 
solution of the Cauchy problem (4.6) in the form: 
/: y(x)  = (z - t) " -1E . , .  (~(z  - t )")  f ( t )  at 
(4.9) 
+ E di x u-i Eu,~-{+l (a xU). 
i=1 
EXAMPLE 2. As a second illustration for the operational technique presented in this paper, we 
consider the Cauchy problem: 
(D3/2 y)(x) - eLy'(x) +/92(D1/2 y)(x) - a/gy(x)  = f (x) ,  
l im o (11/2 y)(x) : l im ° y(x) : x-~01im (D1/2, y)(x) : 0, (4.10) 
which can be reduced to the following algebraic equation in the field of convolution quotients 
(~ = 1/2): 
S3y _ o~S2y +/92 Sy - o~/92y = f,  (4.11) 
so that 
f 
Y = S 3 - a S 2 +/92 S - a/92 (4.12) 
-a2+/92 82+/92 S2+/9-----5+~-Z-o~_~ ]. 
Now, making use of (3.10), (3.15), and (3.17) (with A : 1 and # : 1/2), we obtain 
o , )  
K(x)  := a2 +/92 S 2 +/92 S 2 +/9------5 +
a2 + ;92 [X -1/2 El~2, 1/2 x -1/2 El, 1/2 - -  
1 [ erf (c~xl/2) _o,  exp(_ /92x)+. . .~( /gx l /2 ) ]  ' 
- -  012+/9 2 oc{l + } exp(ol2x) 2/9 
where 
2/0z /0 z erf(z) :: ~ exp (--t 2) dt and ~(z) :: exp (--z 2) exp (t 2) dr. (4.14) 
Combining (4.12) and (4.13), we finally have the unique solution of the Cauchy problem (4.10) 
in the form: 
/o y(z)  = K(x  - t) f ( t )  dr, (4.15) 
where the function K(x) is given by (4.13). 
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